Stride Rapid Credit Recovery &
Middle School Skills Recovery

Reset for Learning Growth
So All Students Can Succeed in
School and Beyond

Stride Rapid Credit Recovery & Middle School Skills Recovery
is a new, faster way to get students back on track to
academic success.
Help middle school students close learning gaps so they are
ready for high school. Help high school students gain the credits
they need to graduate. Our solutions meet students at their
academic level and adapt as they progress.

Fast-Track Academic Success for All Learners
Adapt to individual learning needs
• Flexibly designed for credit recovery and supplemental skills recovery
• Diagnostic-driven, adaptive release model provides personalized learning
• Students can focus on filling in knowledge gaps
Increase educator efficiency
• Front-end diagnostics automatically place students where they need to be to master content
• Ease teacher workload with computer-graded assessments and activities
Support social-emotional learning
• Reframe credit and skills recovery as student-driven opportunities for learning and growth
• Foster a growth mindset of resilience, perseverance, and self-management
Build equity
• Help students gain the confidence they need in a personalized, self-paced learning environment
• Level the playing field, giving all students a track to success in high school and beyond
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Middle School Skills Recovery Courses Prepare
Students for High School
Supplemental, diagnostic skills recovery in Math, ELA, Science, and Social Studies help middle schoolers close
learning gaps and get ready for success in high school.

Rapid Credit Recovery Courses Allow for
Maximum Flexibility
For Rapid Credit Recovery courses, instructors can select from two implementation options to
personalize for every student.

Student Enters Course

Beginning of Course Assessments
70

%

or Above

69% or Below

Credit-by-Exam Option

Adaptive-Release Option

Student scores passing average on
diagnostics and can test out of course.

Targeted lesson content is released based
on student’s diagnostic scores.

Support Learning Recovery with ESSER Funds
With over $100 billion in federal funding under ESSER I and II through September 2023, and ESSER III
through 2024, districts can use funding to get students back on track
Speed Recovery: Fund interventions to close learning gaps and accelerate learning
Ensure Equity: Meet the unique needs of all students
Prioritize SEL: Help develop a growth mindset
Prepare for the Future: Implement systems to improve readiness for school closings

Create a pathway for students to succeed in high school and beyond.
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